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Example: toy banking 
application with RTM
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• Code written and tested in emulator, not in 
hardware!
– Hardware did not exist yet

• Uses STL std::vector<int> as an array of 
accounts

• Perform a few operations on two accounts 
concurrently

• Protect each operation by protecting its 
entire scope



Classic lock-based 
implementation
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{
  std::cout << "open new account" << std::endl; 
  TransactionScope guard; // protect everything in this scope 
  Accounts.push_back(0); 
}
{
  std::cout << "put 100 units into account 0" <<std::endl; 
  TransactionScope guard; // protect everything in this scope         
  Accounts[0] += 100; // atomic update due to RTM 
}

class TransactionScope {         
  SimpleSpinLock & lock;         
  TransactionScope(); // forbidden
public:         
  TransactionScope(SimpleSpinLock & lock_): lock(lock_) {lock.lock();} 
  ~TransactionScope() { lock.unlock(); } 
}; 



Naive RTM implementation
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class TransactionScope { 
public:         
  TransactionScope() {                
     int nretries = 0;                
     while(1) { 
        ++nretries;                        
        unsigned status = _xbegin();                        
        if (status == _XBEGIN_STARTED) return; // successful start
        // abort handler 
        std::cout << "DEBUG: Transaction aborted "<< nretries << 
            " time(s) with the status "<< status << std::endl; 
     }
 }        
 ~TransactionScope() { _xend(); } 
}; 
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Output

open new account 
DEBUG: Transaction aborted 1 time(s) with the status 0 
DEBUG: Transaction aborted 2 time(s) with the status 0 
DEBUG: Transaction aborted 3 time(s) with the status 0 
DEBUG: Transaction aborted 4 time(s) with the status 0
…
 



Improved RTM implementation

Acquire a fall-back spin lock 
non-transactionally after a specified number of 

retries 
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TransactionScope(SimpleSpinLock & fallBackLock_, int max_retries = 3) : fallBackLock 
(fallBackLock_) {

int nretries = 0; 
while(1) {
   ++nretries; 
   unsigned status = _xbegin(); 
   if (status == _XBEGIN_STARTED) {
        if (!fallBackLock.isLocked()) return; //successfully started transaction 
        /* started txn but someone is executing the txn  section non-speculatively (acquired the  
           fall-back lock) -> aborting */
        _xabort(0xff); // abort with code 0xff 
   } 
   // abort handler 
   InterlockedIncrement64(&naborted); // do abort statistics 
   std::cout << "DEBUG: Transaction aborted "<< nretries << " time(s) with the status "<< 

status << std::endl; 
   // handle _xabort(0xff) from above 
   if( (status & _XABORT_EXPLICIT) && _XABORT_CODE(status)==0xff && !(status & 

_XABORT_NESTED)) { 
       // wait until the lock is free 
       while (fallBackLock.isLocked())            _mm_pause(); 
   }
   // too many retries, take the fall-back lock 
   if (nretries >= max_retries) break;
} //end while
fallBackLock.lock(); 
} 
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~TransactionScope() {

   if (fallBackLock.isLocked())      

      fallBackLock.unlock(); 

   else

     _xend();

} 

open new account 

DEBUG: Transaction aborted 1 time(s) with the status 0 

DEBUG: Transaction aborted 2 time(s) with the status 0 

DEBUG: Transaction aborted 3 time(s) with the status 0 

open new account 

put 100 units into account 0 

transfer 10 units from account 0 to account 1 atomically! 
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• All txns except the first one, succeeded
• First txn failed 3 times and then took the fallback 

path
– It failed repeatedly because of its expensive 

operations: reserving and touching memory for its 
vector from the OS, which involves:

• System calls

• Privilege transitions

• Page faults

• Initialization/zeroing of big memory chunks that may not fit in 
the transactional buffer



Leveraging RTM Abort Status Bits
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RTM EAX abort codes

EAX Register bit position Meaning

0 Set if abort set by XABORT

1 If set, txn may succeed on retry; clear if 
bit 0 is set

2 Set if another CPU conflicted with a mem 
addr part of the aborted txn

3 Set if an internal buffer overflowed

4 Set if debug breakpoint was hit

5 Set if an abort occurred during nested txn

23:6 Reserved

31:24 XABORT argument (only valid if bit 0 set, 
otherwise reserved)
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• In case of such hard aborts, the “retry” bit 
(position 1) is not set

• If the hardware thinks the txn will succeed on 
retry, it will set the bit

• The optimization: if the bit is not set, choose the 
fallback already

• The idea is to make faster progress, rather than 
keep aborting and retrying when it seems 
unlikely that the txn will succeed on subsequent 
attempts
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open new account 

DEBUG: Transaction aborted 1 time(s) with the status 0 

open new account 

put 100 units into account 0 

transfer 10 units from account 0 to account 1 atomically! 

atomically draw 10 units from account 0 if there is enough money 

add 1000 empty accounts atomically 

if( (status & _XABORT_EXPLICIT) && _XABORT_CODE(status)==0xff 
&& !(status & _XABORT_NESTED)) { 

       // wait until the lock is free 
       while (fallBackLock.isLocked())            _mm_pause(); 
} else if(!(status & _XABORT_RETRY)) break; /* take the fall-back lock 

if the retry abort flag is not set */ 
// too many retries, take the fall-back lock 
if (nretries >= max_retries) break;

Faster progress!
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More Statistics

• Run two worker threads that randomly 
choose two accounts from the array, and 
write to both accounts (transfer money 
from one to the other)

• Outcome: 100-300 aborts for 20k txns
• Testing if it all works correctly:

– Introduce an update/increment of global 
counter in each txn (create many conflicts)

– Outcome: 5k-15k aborts
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